
How to make and send 
voice recordings to your voice therapist
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WHAT DO I RECORD?

HOW TO RECORDHOW TO RECORD
youryour

CHILD'S VOICECHILD'S VOICE

Help your voice therapist help you!

sharing good quality recordings can ensure your
therapist hears your child's voice the way you hear it
(which doesn't always happen in session!)
make sure to use the same room and settings every
time you record so we can compare apples to apples

The space you record in impacts sound quality!

find a space with soft carpet, curtains, or bedding to
absorb unwanted echos (the closet is great!)
close the door and move away from doors and
windows to minimize unwanted external noises
turn off the tv, computers, phones, any beeps & boops

Standardize your recordings as best you can!
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keep the same distance from your mouth to the mic
record a sample and listen back to ensure it's clear
phone: set your phone down on a desk or table and sit
comfortably so you can recreate it next time 
headset mic: position the mic 1" from your mouth
stand or tabletop mic: measure 6" from your mouth

All the samples you'll need are below! 

keep scrolling down to see the tasks - record any that
apply to your child (and feel free to add anything that's
missing!)
you can even record them all as one continuous file 
extra large files can be sent for free with WeTransfer
if you can send recordings as .wav files, great; 
if not, no worries; I'll take whatever you create!

https://melanietapson.com/
https://wetransfer.com/


BEFORE YOU GET STARTED

WHAT TO RECORD

Set yourself up for success!

I want to hear your child's voice just the way it is,
so record any of the tasks below that they are
able to do, and try to capture your child the way
they normally use their voice (as best you can)
I have two small kids of my own, so I get it! I
will absolutely work with whatever you can
capture - even if it's nothing like the tasks! 

Ask your child to record the following:

say your name and how old you are
count from 1-10, then 60-70, and then 80-90
say the sound "ah"; hold it as steady as you can on
a comfortable pitch (note) at a comfortable
volume for as long as possible (repeat 3x)
repeat 3x: starting from a comfortable note, glide
up as high as you can on the sound "ah"  
repeat 3x: starting again from a comfortable note,
glide down as low as you can on "ah" 
recite the alphabet or the months of the year 
sing a song that you love; anything from Twinkle
Twinkle to Let It Go!

Ask your child to read aloud OR repeat after you:

He hugged his dad hard.
We were away a year ago.
I eat 80 eggs easily!
My mama makes lemon muffins.
Peter will peek at the parakeet.

if we've missed anything, record whatever else
will show me what's happening with your voice

if it's relevant to your singing, also record: 
a song that shows your best singing right now
singing to show me what you want me to hear 

Also record any of these that apply to you:
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VOICE TASKSVOICE TASKS
forfor

CHILDRENCHILDREN
Record all that are appropriate for your child -

and add anything that you feel is missing! 

https://melanietapson.com/

